Welcome!!

While you are waiting…………

Find your dice template in your pack and cut out the 2 nets.

DON’T make them
completely – just
do stages 1 & 2 so
that when the
children arrive
you can work as a
team to put the
numbers on and
make the cube
shape

Bracknell Forest
Community
Learning Team

Heather Williams
Heather-L.Williams@bracknell-forest.gov.uk

“Nothing matters more than stopping,
listening and responding positively to young
children”
Julie Fisher, Education Adviser, Oxford Brookes University

Meaningful
interaction
Give time

Engage

Listen

Respond

Interactions are profoundly important for supporting and
extending children's learning. Regular meaningful
interactions can help develop children’s skills in thinking,
reasoning, explaining, persuading and language development.

Unique Child
Your child may
do it differently,
we embrace
and welcome
individuality.
“ No brain is the same; no brain is the best. Each brain finds its
own special way”
Psychiatrist Edward Hallowell.

Unique Adult
Knowledge
from books,
TV, internet

Work-life
experiences

Home-life
experiences

We’re all on a
unique
(learning)
journey
….

It’s good to share 👍
Your well-being matters too 💚

Older
children

Session outline
PARENT PREP:
- why using real objects (‘manipulatives’) to count and
calculate is vital
- define key concepts
- how to make & use your ‘magic pebbles’ counting kit with
your child
Activities with the children (30-45 mins, the length of an
average lesson)
The children return to class
Summary and evaluation

NEW – EYFS curriculum introduced September 2021

EYFS Early Mathematical Learning
The Story of Numbers
Know the story of each number up to 10 e.g.:

The Four C’s

Shape and Space

1. Cardinality

Exploring spatial relations and
the properties of shapes, in
order to develop mathematical
thinking (rather than on shape
classification, which requires
prior knowledge of properties)

The cardinal value of a number refers to the quantity of
things it represents, e.g. the numerosity, ‘howmanyness’,
or ‘threeness’ of three.

2. Counting
Counting is one way of establishing how many things are
in a group, because the last number you say tells you how
many there are.

Maths Early Learning Goals

3. Comparison

•

Number

Comparing numbers involves knowing which numbers are
worth more or less than each other

4. Composition
Understanding that one number can be made up from
(composed from) two or more smaller numbers

Numerical Patterns

Pattern

Subitising
“What do you see and how do you see it?”
I see a 2+2, 2+1+1, 1+1+1+1,
3+1, 4+0
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Looking for and finding patterns helps children notice
and understand mathematical relationships
- Continuing a pattern
- Copying a pattern
- Creating a pattern
- Spotting errors in patterns
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•
•

Have a deep understanding of the numbers up
to 10 including the composition of each
number
Subitise up to 5
Automatic recall of number bonds to 5 and
some number bonds to 10 including doubles
facts
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• Verbally count beyond 20, recognising the
pattern of the counting system
• Compare quantities up to 10 in different
contexts, recognising when one quantity is
greater than, less than or the same as the other
quantity;
• Explore and represent patterns within numbers
up to 10, including evens and odds, double facts
and how quantities can be distributed equally.
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Take a look at this video to find out more about Early Number Sense

Why using real objects (manipulatives) in maths
is so important (and not just for EYFS classes!)
• To support sense making, mathematical thinking and reasoning

• To avoid the possibility of blindly following a taught procedure
to arrive at an answer
• For children to be able to demonstrate to themselves and others
mathematical truths
• To deepen children’s understanding of abstract mathematical
concepts
• To explain the meaning and justify the
use of different mathematical processes
such as the standard written methods
E.g. short division

Developing number sense: The Four “C”s
1. Cardinality - The knowledge of how many things are
in a set and the number name for that quantity. e.g. the
‘howmanyness’, or ‘threeness’ of three.
2. Counting - Counting is one way of establishing how
many things are in a set, because the last number you
say tells you how many there are.
3. Comparison - Comparing numbers involves knowing
which numbers are worth more or less than each other
4. Composition - Understanding that one number can
be made up from (composed of) two or more smaller
numbers

Rote or Rational counting?
Rote counting is where the child can say number names
(often in the right in order) but doesn’t necessarily know
their meaning/value. Children can often do this from quite a
young age and up to quite a high number .
Rational counting is counting that has meaning associated
with it
• The child understands that the number name is connected
with an actual value or amount of something – they know
“how many”
• The child can not only say the numbers in order but
recognise that 2 actually means 2 objects, 3 means 3
objects and so on

Subitising – what do you see and how do you see it?

The ability to look at a group of objects and realise how many there are
without counting.
1. Most people can only subitise small groups (up to 4 or 5 objects)
BUT:
2. It’s possible to recognise larger numbers by grouping into small
sets. For example, if you are shown a line of 6 black dots, it's likely
that you will automatically group these into 2 groups of 3, and then
know that there are 6 in total without actually counting each one
3. We all subitise in our everyday lives. For example, you might be
subitising without realising when you pick out 3 20p coins to pay for
something that costs 60p.
4. Subitising makes working out maths problems a lot faster.
HOW YOU CAN HELP: At home, play lots of games (dice are great to
practise subitising) and expose your child to as many different visual
representations of numbers as possible.

Today, it’s all about ‘Mastery’- find out more here

Confidence

Competence

“Children who grasp concepts rapidly should be challenged with
reasoning and problem solving activities that apply knowledge and
make connections, before moving on to new content”

SOLID
FOUNDATION
MAKE LINKS

DEEP
LEARNING
LOVE OF MATHS

RICH
EXPERIENCES
CONFIDENT
MATHEMATICIAN

Your kit………
Dice

0-20 number cards
(place value highlighted)

Pebbles & bag
activity sheets

1 – Practising counting
• Ask your child to count out 20 magic
pebbles
• Watch how they count:
-Do they use 1:1 correspondence?

(when counting a
set of objects, do they touch one object as they say each
number, to arrive at the correct total number in the set?)

-Do they count reliably
& accurately, and up to
what number?

*If they tend to rush, slow them down by getting
them to slide/pass each pebble as they count.

2 – Practising subitising
Play the ‘Hidden Jewels’ Game
Use the pebbles and 3 pots to have fun
with this ‘magic’ activity.
First it’s the adult’s turn to mix up the
pots – but then it’s time to reverse the
roles and see who is best at subitising!

Don’t forget to draw or take a photo of
your favourite patterns…….

3 – Practising cardinality
• Help your child to cut out the 1-10 number cards (take the
others home, to be used when they have ‘mastered’ 1-10)
You might like to ask them to
put the cards in order, and see
how far they get – prompt
them with questions such as
‘what number comes after………’

• Ask them to choose one of the cards and give you the matching
number of magic pebbles
• This links the written number to the quantity it represents and
builds your child’s understanding of cardinality. (the ‘threeness
of three’)
• Repeat for other numbers if you still have their attention………

4 – Practising comparison
Play the ‘Show Me’ Game
Use the pebbles to explore different
numbers, you will automatically be
practising ‘The 4 Cs’ and giving your child a
rich learning experience
Use your 5 & 10 frames to help investigate
different numbers, find hidden numbers,
and make comparisons

Don’t forget to have a go at recording the
patterns and using numbers to explain
what you found.

5 – Making dice
• Work with your child to put
spots/numbers (or both!) on the dice nets.
E.g. 0,1,2,3,4,5 and 6,7,8,9,10,☺
Top tip: You can draw
numbers in pencil first
for them to trace over
– the number formation
rhyme sheet can help
with this

• Work as a team to
assemble the dice

Make more dice at home:
http://www.firstpalette.com/Craft_themes/Alph
abet_and_Numbers/paperdice/paperdice.html

6 – Playing with dice
Have fun throwing the dice and making sets of pebbles to
practise early calculation – try one of these ideas:

- One more, one less
- Compare 2 sets
(bigger, smaller, more, fewer)

- Combine 2 sets (“how many altogether?”)
- Roll the 6-10 die and get the matching number of pebbles,
then roll the 0-5 die to decide how many pebbles to remove

- Split a set: play the “quack attack” game (e.g. “how many
different ways can we find to make 6?”)
*remember to work with numbers up to 10

** encourage them to write or draw their findings…….

Concentration issues?
• Keep the pace going – try a range of different
activities and games (5 mins max per activity)
• Try a different game – I have lots they can
choose from

Tell us what you think…….☺

Time for the tiddly peeps……
Remember:
Meaningful
interaction
Give time

Engage

Listen

Respond

Don’t struggle on if concentration is wearing thin – ask me
to find you another game to try ☺

1 more, 1 less
Use a set of objects to explore
what happens when things are
added or taken away
“How many in your set?” (8)
“Can you add (take away) one pebble?”
“How many in your set now?” (9) / (7)
“Can you write or draw what you did?”

Comparing numbers
Use 2 sets to match & compare

Compare sets, using ‘bigger’
‘smaller’
Compare objects, using ‘more’
‘fewer’, how many more etc.

Addition with pebbles
Combine 2 (small) sets to practise addition
Throw the dice to randomly
select 2 numbers & ask your
child to get pebbles to match

“How many in this set?” (5)
“How many in this set?” (3)
*encourage your child to push the 2 sets of pebbles
together
“How many altogether?” (8)

Subtraction with pebbles
Make a larger set and remove a smaller number of
pebbles from it
Throw the 6-10 dice to randomly
select a larger number & ask your
child to make a matching set of pebbles
Throw the 0-5 dice to randomly
select a smaller number & ask your
child to remove that number of pebbles
from the set
“How many did we start with?” (9)
“How many did we remove/take away?” (5)
“How many left?” (4)

Splitting sets (Number Bonds)
• ‘Number bonds’ describe how 2 quantities combine to make
a particular total. For example: combining 3 objects with
another 4 objects gives us 7 objects altogether. [in short,
3+4=7]
• “Foundation blocks” for calculations, where children begin
to see patterns in numbers and to learn mathematical
principles and relationships.
• Lots of number bond practice with real objects will make a
huge difference to children’s mental arithmetic skills and
to their speed and confidence in all calculation work.
https://www.theschoolrun.com/what-are-number-bonds
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Number_bond

Number bonds with pebbles
• Choose a number (use the 6-10 dice?) and get that
number of pebbles
• Find all the different ways to split that number into 2
sets (how do you know you’ve found them all?)
• Draw or write the different ways
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Progression in counting skills
More info:
• Early maths skills:
how your child
learns about
number |
TheSchoolRun
• How Children Learn
to Count - The
Mathematical Brain
(komodomath.com)

